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Leading Questions

Can you predict in what direction and how will participatory budgeting be evolving

in Russia and globally?

What trends do you observe already today?

Would it be possible for a team of Russian practitioners from the regions to receive

support from the community of international experts of which you are a member?

Is there common ground for future cooperation?



First trend

GROWTH AND 

SPREAD 

- High 

Concentration 

of experiences 

in a limited 

number of 

countries

- Upscaling in 

various 

countries

- New countries 

gradually joining 

with 

experiments 



Second trend :

More and more PB in

Metropolis and Capital

Cities, Federal Districts:

Madrid, Quito, Seoul, Paris,

Yaoundé, Lisbon, New

York, Bogota, Mexico ....

• With high capacity for

social and democratic

innovations

• With strong leadership

from their Mayors

• And in some cases with

significant resources

debated



Third Trend : Local Governments and municipalities continue playing a

central role and are the most numerous …. HOWEVER !

MULTIPLE EXPERIENCES BEYOND MUNICIPAL SCALE

Parishes districts, wards, rural villages

infra-municipal level

Municipal scale

Metropolitan scale

Regions, Provinces

Nation

Chicago, 49th. Ward, NYC, ST PETERSBURG 

Chengdu, Distrito Federal

Région Nord Pas de Calais, France,  

Jalisco, Los Rios, Entre Rios, 

Provincias Perú

RUSSIAN KRAI

KOREA and Portugal, experimental

EX. Belo Horizonte, Ilo

Séville, Rosario, Guarulhos

Dondo, Cascais, La Serena



Fourth trend The overflow or spill over: Hundreds of experiences,

beyond the government sphere: Transport Agencies [RATP], Community

Housing, Schools, Universities, Social enterprises, Professional

associations, etc...



Fifth trend: Basic services and small equipments at neighbourhood level continue

being dominant but many new types of projects are being eligible : software vs

hardware .. economy.. wealth / income [China, Africa, LAC]



Fifth trend [continues] income generating projects and 

wealth creation



Sixth trend: Transform people who then will transform cities: PB as a

pedagogic pretext for civic engagement. PB is both an end [improve peoples

life] and a means [empower people]



Seventh trend : After years of prominence 

of Thematic and /or Spatial PBs

Probably more and more Actor based 

PBs with earmarked resources for specific 

social groups, primarily disadvantaged 

ones [ Youth, elderly, migrants..]. PB will 

play a a growing role in social protection 



• The Good 

Governance logic 

should continue 

to be dominant, 

as in past years

• The “power to 

people” and 

radicalisation of 

democracy logics 

will remain limited 

but quite 

significant in 

some spots

• The technocratic 

logics will 

erratically emerge 

and stops

8.  What will be the underpinning logics of PB experiences in the future? 



9. HOW MUCH BUDGET WILL GO INTO PB [IN $/ INH / YEAR] ? 

60 120 180

More and more >>>Less than 5

Very few, beyond 100



Would it be possible for a team of Russian practitioners from the regions to receive

support from the community of international experts of which you are a member?

Is there common ground for future cooperation?

This is still to come



[methods and tools]
¬ Joint Research programs
¬Strategic thinking, for instance 
on 
Reducing vulnerability of 
experiences

Scaling up
Design /architecture of PB

• Is there common ground for

future

cooperation? Absolutely Yes



Is there common ground for future cooperation? Yes !!! [continue]

Some keys for expanding our exchanges in the future

• Objective?  Building a community of practice, and involve as much 

as possible Russians colleagues

• Peer to peer perspective: You are a source of innovation and we 

want to learn from you! 

• Multi-actor’s based [Academy, public servants, decision makers, 

civil society], and city or region based [Resource cities & 

Regions, and associated ones]

Some Challenges for strengthening exchanges and mutual support

• Sharing common values and being on the same wave length, 

such as

Participatory Democracy 

Human Centered development

Social and Spatial Justice 

Inclusion of disadvantaged groups

Deliberation

Along with additional Russian values we need to know better

• Resources 

• Going beyond the language barrier [Russian, Portuguese, 

Spanish, Chinese..]. Translations have to become more 

systematic

• Long term political support



Thank you for your attention ! 

y.cabannes@ucl.ac.uk
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